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Introduction

Box 1:

Workforce planning is a requirement of Integrated
Planning and Reporting. The Shire’s Workforce
Management Strategy and Action Plan 2017 – 2022
is an element of the Berrigan Shire 2027:
Resourcing Strategy and it contributes toward the
achievement of Berrigan Shire 2027 Strategic
Outcomes of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sustainable natural and built landscapes.
Good government.
Supported and engaged communities.
Diverse and resilient business.

The Workforce Management Strategy and Action
Plan 2017 – 2022 includes a snapshot of the
demographic features of Council’s workforce of 93
equivalent full time staff (EFT), our current
organisational and reporting structure, workforce
development issues and an action plan designed to
facilitate the resourcing and workforce requirements
of the Shire’s Delivery Program 2017 – 2022 .
This strategy and action plan assumes no change in
the skills, specialist knowledge and competency
profile of the Shire’s workforce and was developed
with reference to:






Analysis of the Shire’s Community Strategic Plan
Berrigan Shire 2027
Consideration of Council’s Delivery Program
2017 – 2022 ;
A review of the Council’s Workforce
Management Strategy and Action Plan 2013 –
2017;
An updated summary profile of the Shire’s
workforce and analysis of future requirements as
at February 2019; and
A survey (2016) of Council staff.

NSW Local Government
Workforce Strategy 2016 – 2020
The NSW Workforce Strategy
adopts the same broad vision of
the National Strategy, namely to
ensure local government has:
 The workforce capability it
requires for a productive,
sustainable and inclusive
future
 The capacity to develop and
use the skills of its workforce
to meet the needs; and
 Aspirations of its
communities.
The National Strategy includes
eight strategic themes, all of
which are relevant to the NSW
context and are adopted in the
NSW Workforce Strategy.
These are:
1. Improving workforce
planning and development
2. Promoting local government
as a place-based employer
3. Retaining and attracting a
diverse workforce
4. Creating a contemporary
workplace
5. Investing in skills
6. Improving productivity and
leveraging technology
7. Maximising management
and leadership
8. Implementation and
collaboration (OLG, 2016, p.
2)

Purpose
The Workforce Management Strategy 2017 – 2022
and its Action Plan facilitates the maintenance and
development of a workforce with the technical and
managerial competence needed to implement the
Shire’s 4-year Delivery Program and annual
operating plans. Aligned with the NSW Local
Government Workforce Strategy 2016 – 2020 and
its strategic themes (Box 1) the Council’s Workforce
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Management Strategy and Action Plan is themed according to three interrelated elements
workforce attraction, retention and training.

1. Attraction and Recruitment which includes planning for, and forecasting the demand
for specialist skills and local government as an employer. NSW Strategic Themes 1, & 2
2. Retention: Improving the value from investments current being made in the existing
and future workforce NSW Strategic Themes 3, 4,5 & 6 (Retention)
3. Training: Integrating policy, planning and service delivery with broader workforce
participation, social inclusion and innovation ensuring that we have a workforce able to
connect with or leverage wider economic, employment and social strategies
Or Attraction Recruitment Retention and Training (ARRT).
This Strategy and Action Plan uses the three pillars of workforce development: attraction /
recruitment, retention and training to promote the development by the Council of a
workforce with the skills, knowledge and experience needed to implement the Council’s
Delivery Program 2017 – 2022. This ‘Strategy and Action Plan’ is also the Council’s
response to the strategic workforce management issues identified through analysis of the
profile of Council’s current workforce and the People’s Matters Staff Survey (2016)
conducted by University of Technology Sydney as part of a broader NSW Local Government
Pilot project.
Strategic workforce issues identified and to addressed by this Strategy and Action Plan
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leadership
Training and succession planning,
Recruitment to key roles,
Change in community expectations, and
An inclusive and ageing workforce.
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Context: NSW Local Government
Council’s Workforce Management Strategy and Action Plan, recognises that New
South Wales Local Government is a rapidly changing milieu and that the focus of Council
and recent local government reform is on council performance. And that Council
performance is related to the skills, knowledge and experience of the Council’s workforce
which requires monitoring to ensure that we continuously improve the delivery and
performance of the Council’s facilities and services.
In the next four-years, the Council will continue the delivery of its current range of services,
cognisant of the need to be responsive to broader trends in local government and more
broadly the delivery of public services, which include:
 Budgetary constraints;
 Ageing infrastructure; and
 Changing community expectations about the nature and responsiveness of Council
services.
Budgetary Constraints
Budgetary constraints in NSW local government is not a new issue. In the context of the
Council's workforce management and development planning - employee costs are not
expected to decrease. Further, in addition to employee costs, the costs associated with
attracting and retaining professional staff and the investment in training needed to respond
to increased audit, performance monitoring and reporting requirement in the next four years
will also continue to rise.
The Council is committed to ongoing monitoring and review of the services it provides and
to investigating more efficient and productive modes of delivering the same service. On the
other hand and in the context of similar sized New South Wales Councils (Office of Local
Government Group 10 Councils’) the Council's employee complement of 93 staff is compares
favourably to similar sized Group 10 Councils. Other than investing in technology and
training, the Council has few options and limited capacity with its current program of
services to manage operational constraints. Where it can without compromising services the
Council does control operational costs and constraints through vacancy control.
Budgetary constraints in the context of this workforce management plan continue to impact
the financial sustainability of Council operations. Hence, actions that retain and or attract
finance and revenue professionals critical to the management of the Council's budget and
which also invest in the technologies needed to monitor council expenditure are crucial to
the financial sustainability of the Council's Delivery Program.
Ageing Infrastructure
For the staff and volunteers engaged in the management and operation of ageing
infrastructure Council and community facilities: pools, halls and the multiple small buildings
and facilities in our recreation reserves. The need to enhance asset management staff and
volunteers ability to plan and think strategically about current and future use will add value
to the Council's approach to the management and stewardship of Council assets and service
infrastructure. Consideration, therefore, is given by the Workforce Management Plan to
actions; that increase the strategic, the asset management, financial literacy and leadership
capabilities of Councillors, non-finance staff and Council volunteers. Increasing the financial
and asset management literacy of Councillors, non-finance staff and Council volunteers
ensures that decision-making about continued investment in assets is strategic and
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considers the full-cost (current and future) of developing new assets and or upgrading
ageing infrastructure.
Changing Community Expectations
According to research undertaken by University of Technology Sydney (2015) and
commissioned by Civica International the users of Council services and citizens more broadly
are changing how they interact with their local councils. In the next 4-years the trend
toward the use by all age groups (not just those aged 30 years and under) of internet
connected mobile phones will continue to increase. Changing how the Council
communicates with residents and ratepayers and in doing so changing also community
expectations about the immediacy and timeliness of the Council’s response. Requiring that
the Council, further develop its social media, communication and electronic records and
content management systems and invest in training and supporting staff develop the skills,
knowledge and expertise needed to respond to increased demands (particularly when
Council services are disrupted or disruption is planned) for timely information about Council
services.
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Council Activities and Berrigan Shire 2027
The following table describes the relationship between Council’s Delivery Program activities
and Berrigan Shire 2027 strategic outcomes which, in turn contribute toward the realisation
of our community’s vision that
In 2027 we will be recognised as a Shire that builds on and promotes our natural
assets and advantages to create employment and economic activity to attract
residents, families and tourists.
CSP Strategic Outcome

CSP Strategic Objective

Council Activities
and Services

Professional &
Technical Skills

1.Sustainable Natural and
Built Landscapes

1.1 Support sustainable use of
our natural resources and built
landscapes
1.2 Retain the diversity and
preserve the health of our natural
landscapes and wildlife
1.3 Connect and protect our
communities

Stormwater
Council roads, paths,
levees
Land use planning and
development
Waste
Weed Control

Engineering & Surveying
Statutory and Land Use
Planning
Project Management
Building Control
Environmental Management

2. Good Government

2.1 Berrigan Shire 2027 objectives
and strategic actions facilitate the
effective governance by Council of
Council operations and reporting
2.2 Strengthen strategic
relationships and partnerships with
community, business and
government

Council governance,
enterprise risk
management, plant
and business
operations
Community planning

Strategic Planning / Corporate
Planning
Finance
Accounting
Risk Management
Human Resource
Management
Asset Management
Information & Records
Management
Partnerships and network
development
Workforce Leadership
Information Technology
Media and Communications

3. Supported and Engaged
Communities

3.1 Create safe, friendly and
accessible communities
3.2 Support community
engagement through life-long
learning, culture and recreation

Libraries and
community services
Parks, reserves,
recreation facilities
Cemeteries
Water and Sewerage
Environmental health
Animal Control
Emergency Services

Information Studies
(Libraries)
Open Space Planning &
Management
Engineering and Design
Public Safety
Environmental Health
Social Planning

Business, industry &
economic development
Tocumwal Aerodrome
Tourism and events
promotion
Sale yards

Economic Development &
Planning
Marketing
Business Development

4. Diverse and Resilient
Business

4.1 Invest in local job creation,
retention and innovation
4.2 Strong and diverse local
economy
4.3 Diversify and promote local
tourism
4.4 Connect local, regional and
national road, rail and aviation
infrastructure
Table 1: CSP Strategic Outcomes and Council Activities
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In addition to providing and overview of the integration of Berrigan Shire 2027 strategic
outcomes and Council activities this table describes also the breadth of professional,
technical and managerial competencies inherent in the provision of Council services and the
implementation of its 4-year Delivery Program.
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Council Workforce
In March 2021, there were 98 persons employed by Berrigan Shire Council. This number
fluctuates throughout the year and is the result of the employment of casual staff such as
pool lifeguards. As with previous years, the majority of Council employees are men
employed on a full-time basis by contrast, women are more likely to be employed on a parttime or casual basis.
Council
Governance

Corporate
Services

Technical
Services

EFT

Fulltime

Trainee

Parttime

Casual

Male

1

5

65

71

Female

6

20

1

Total

7

25

66

Total

70

0

1

0

71

27

16

1

7

3

27

98

86

1

8

3

98

Table 2: Profile of Council Workforce

The median age of a Council employee in March, 2021 was 47 years of age a 5-year
decrease in median age when compared with median age of employees in 2012. This
means that more than 50% of the Council workforce is aged 47 years of age or over.
Twenty-three (23%) of the Council’s workforce is aged over 55 years with a significant
number of staff retiring within the next twelve months. The most common single 10-year
age group for Council employees has changed. The 45-54 years of age cohort, comprises
28% of the Council’s employees: displacing, the 60+ years cohort as the most common age
group.
By contrast, 20% of Council’s employees were aged under 34 years of which over three
quarters of these are women.

Employees by Age and Gender - April 2019
16
14

Axis Title

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Male
Female

16-19 20-25 26-29 30-35 36-39 40-45 46-49 50-55 56-59 60-65 66-69
2
5
5
6
6
8
10
10
7
12
1
1

0

0

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

0

70+
0
1

Figure 2: Employees x Age & Gender

The average Council employee has been working with the Council for ten years moreover,
the Council for 20-years or more have employed 21% of Council employees.
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On the other hand, 42% of the Council’s workforce has been with the Council for five years
or less than 5 years. This includes key positions in Finance, Rates, Economic Development,
Development Services and Engineering Services.

Length of Service - March, 2021
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

0-4

5-9

10 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 29

30+

Years of Service
Figure 3: Length of Service

Skills Shortages
In the past four-years’ the Council has continued to experience turnover in key professional
and primarily technical services positions. While acknowledging that local government
throughout NSW in rural and regional areas experiences difficulty attracting, recruiting and
retaining finance, engineering and strategic-planning professionals. The Council has
managed to recruit sufficiently skilled and experienced professionals to these vacancies as
and when they have arisen. The Council’s relatively flat organisational structure does not
provide opportunities for internal progression to, and succession planning for senior
professional positions: Engineering, Accounting, and Development Services. There is,
however, support for employees through succession planning to identified positions with
consideration by this Plan given to promoting participation in a whole-of-Council project
teams to develop new and transferable skills. Similarly, there are also provisions within the
Council’s performance and development program to support employees undertake further
studies should they wish to gain professional qualifications.

Staff retention
The Council, in the past 4-years has been successful in retaining staff while maintaining a
steady overall rate of staff turnover. Reflecting an industry trend that Local Government
employees traditionally stay with their employers for significant periods of time. Based on
the People Matters Survey (2016) conducted by the University of Technology Sydney
appended and completed by 58 employees or 56% of Council staff historical explanations
for this trend: job security (4%) and work / life balance (0%) appear to not be factors that
motivate Council’s employees (respondents) decision to remain with Council.
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Not surprisingly, better pay and benefits for (14%) of respondent employees is the primary
motivation followed by ‘improved career opportunities’ for a further (10%) of respondents;
with ‘greater recognition for their work’ (10%); and ‘improved learning and development
opportunities’ (10%) also being the primary motivation for a further 20% of respondents..
The implications for a smaller Council with a limited budget and flat structure, is that there is
almost no capacity to increase salaries or offer diverse career progression pathways.
Therefore, to retain staff, the Council should focus on the motivators that it can within its
resources influence and change and which canvass the primary motivators of 66% of
employee survey respondents. Namely, 66% of survey respondents ranked the following as
factors that would motivate them to remain working at Council:
 Better accountability for performance (10%);
 Greater recognition for the work I do (10%);
 Improved learning and development opportunities (10%);
 Better leadership from senior managers (8%); and
 More interesting and challenging work (8%).
Figure 4: Motivation to stay

People Matter Survey – Berrigan Shire Council 2016
Survey Question: Please rank the top five factors that would motivate you to stay in your
current organisation?
Distribution of responses for those factors ranked in first place by survey respondents
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Staff Survey
Council staff (December 2016) completed a the People Matters Survey as part of University
of Technology Sydney Project designed to pilot this Survey for use by NSW Local
Government. The survey was completed by 56% of the Shire’s full-time, part-time and
casual workforce including their managers and supervisors. A total of 58 hardcopy surveys
were completed out of a possible 102 hardcopies. Not all questions were answered by
survey respondents. Thirty (36) respondents or 63% indicated that on a typical work day
they worked the majority of their day indoors with the balance of respondents to this
question 21 employees or 37% of survey respondents selecting that they worked outdoors.
The survey results therefore, are in this regard, reliably indicative of the views of indoor
staff but should be treated with caution as the sample is not representative and therefore
should not be generalized for outdoor staff.
Survey questions and their supporting rationale are included as an appendix.
The People Matters Survey is a standard work practices survey that canvasses eight factors
proven to positively impact and enhance employee and organisational work practices.
Mapped to this Plan’s strategic themes the Berrigan Shire Council People Matters Survey
(2016) results provide an insight into employees’ perception and experience of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Their Role – (Attraction)
Their Workgroup – (Attraction)
Their Performance and development (Training)
Their Manager (Retention)
Their Senior Manager (Retention)
The organisation (Recruitment)
Diversity and inclusion; and (Recruitment & Retention)
Motivation to stay (Retention)

The following summary of topline results should be read recognising the following:




Overall agreement refers to agree and strongly agree ratings combined
Overall disagreement refers to disagree and strongly disagree ratings combined
Round to the nearest percent may mean that total percentages may not equal 100%
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Attraction
Role
This result suggests that Council
employees generally have a
good understanding of their role
and the requirements of this
job. A result that could be used
to demonstrate to future
employees that the Council is a
workplace where staff generally
know what is expected and in
doing so feel that they are
contributing to organisation and
community objectives.
And in doing so generally have the tools and resources needed to do their job
effectively.
Workgroup
Similarly, survey respondents reported that within their workgroup their experience
was that their workgroup worked collaboratively, that there was good team spirit
and that members helped and supported each other: factors that can be used to
promote the workgroup and attract prospective employees.

Figure 6: People Matter Survey Topline Result - Workgroup
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Recruitment
The Organisation
Within local government and business
more generally organizations’ that earn
and sustain high levels of public trust,
and in doing so undertake
improvements in response to
community needs are viewed by
prospective employees as organisations
that in addition to being attractive
places to work are also more
importantly organizations’ that will
enhance their career and future
employability. Therefore, actions that
enhance organisational performance
and reputation are likely in a
competitive market to ensure that the
Council’s organisational and
recruitment processes are surprise free
and mutually beneficial.
Figure 7: People Matter Survey Topline Result - Organisation

Retention
Their Manager and Their Senior
Manager
Employers are more likely to retain
productive staff when the individuals,
their skills and the work they undertake
is valued by the organisation and
organisational leaders effectively
communicate, model organisational
values and in doing so support and
promote collaboration between
workgroups and innovation by
employees.
Figure 8: People Matter Survey Topline Result
- Workgroup Manager
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The results suggest that a significant number of survey respondents 80% believe that their
direct manager treats employees with respect. There is however, scope for improvement as
a 25 percentage of employees were ambivalent with respect to employee input into Council
decision-making. Suggesting that actions that engage a broader cross-section of Council
employees in decision-making and the review of policies and programs may be effective in
retaining staff who would like to
Figure 9: People Matter Survey Top Line Result - Senior Manager
contribute but who for
organisational and or individual
reasons do not do so.
The issue of operational
managers’ response to
underperforming employees
requires exploration and is action
in this Workforce Plan by the
Council’s commitment to
developing the leadership
capabilities of senior managers
and Council overseers. Similarly,
survey respondents reported an
overall agreement that Senior
Managers communicated the
importance of community in
achieving the Council’s objectives
but were ambivalent with respect
to Senior Manager’s support for
the career advancement of
women and collaboration between
the Council and other
organisations. Analysis suggests
that the relatively flat
organisational structure together with limited career paths within this structure particularly
for the predominately female corporate services team may account for this ambivalence. As
do resource constraints in terms of the time away from the workplace that is requisite to the
development of collaborative relationships outside of the organisation.
The Council’s investment in its workforce is significant and while it has been successful in
attracting and recruiting staff to non-professional positions – the retention of these
employees requires actions that mediate the impact of structural barriers to career
advancement, organisational learning and collaboration. Issues highlighted by employees
responses to questions about workplace factors that would motivate an employee to stay
and already discussed. The follow up question asked ‘if you could change one thing to
improve the effectiveness of your workplace, what would it be? The responses to this
question are included in the appended UTS Survey Report and summarized as a Word
Cloud. Suggesting that actions that promote better leadership and management of staff by
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Council’s managers and leaders are actions that would motivate respondent employees to
remain working with the Council.
Word Cloud Analysis:
If you could change one thing to improve the effectiveness of your workplace, what would it
be?

Figure 10: Change that would improve the effectiveness of the workplace

Training
Employers are more likely to attract and retain staff if opportunities can be provided for staff
to use:
•
Current Skills
•
Upgrade and further develop their skills, knowledge and experience
A workforce that is trained and exposed to development opportunities is more productive
and is also more likely to perform, innovate, share their knowledge and experience.
Survey results note that 82% of the employees that responded to the survey have a strong
desire to advance their career. Moreover, a further 32% would not like to work for another
Local Government Council suggesting that a significant percentage of Council employees
(50%) would consider working for another employer. The corollary is that they may choose
to do so, given the high percentage of respondents who are interested in advancing their
careers. Training and professional development opportunities therefore, not just for the
purposes of statutory compliance is critical to ensure the productivity and commitment of
staff while they remain Council employees. As the risk is, that staff with a strong desire to
advance their career may, if they occupy roles that do not have a career path, may become
disillusioned, and therefore, less productive.
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Issues for Berrigan Shire Council
The demographic profile of the Shire community – both now and into the future – combined
with the sector-wide shortage in key professional areas such as Town Planning, Engineering
and Finance together with the wages and career expectations of younger professionals
continues to be a significant issue for Council. In particular, these issues inform planning for
and consideration of the medium to long-term workforce requirements of the Council’s
Delivery Program. Informing the actions that the Council can take to attract, retain, and
train its workforceIn summary key strategic issues remain:


The age of the Shire’s working population. As the Shire’s population ages, the
number of local people actively looking and available for work continues to decrease.



Balancing the mobility of skilled and motivated staff with perceptions of or
real organisational inertia. This is an industry-wide issue for local government
and is a multi-dimensional and complex issue made all the more problematic in the
context of the changing community expectation, costs associated with training and
development of staff, competition for the recruitment and retention of staff; and
limited career pathways within the Council’s organisational structure.
 Attraction and retention of personnel. The Council does not have the same level
of difficulty experienced by Shires to its west. It will however, continue to
experience retaining professional, technical and skilled customer service staff. Due,
in part, to sector shortages, the competitiveness of Council’s salary package, and
opportunities for local career development and progression.
 An ageing workforce and succession planning – While in the past 4 years the
Council has had some success in lowering the median age of its workforce. In
common with other organisations that
Figure 11: People Matter Survey Top Line Results Organisation
operate within ageing communities
there are also a number of issues
related to corporate knowledge,
succession planning, work health and
safety, and transition to retirement
that require consideration and
planning. Depending on the physical
requirements of the position and the
skill set required there is with the
Council recognition that some
positions are generic and amenable to
job re-design with no impact upon
service delivery. On the other hand
there are also a number of positions
where there is limited scope or indeed
organisational capacity within Council
for other staff to undertake tasks / or
alternative tasks and or to acquire the
necessary skills and experience
associated with the role.
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Employment of young people – Council has, in general, accepts the notion that in
order to attract and retain young people that opportunities should be provided by
way of scholarships and traineeships. While it will continue to offer traineeships, as
and when vacancies arise it will do so after testing the market for trained staff. On
the otherhand, the Council remains committed to its scholarship program. The
results of which have not necessarily directly benefit the Council through subsequent
employment but which promote Local Government and rural communities to younger
generation of professionals.
Changing nature of work and impact of regulation – Regulation and the
changing nature of work is placing increased demands upon the technical
knowledge, analytic, and literacy skills of Council employees in a wide range of
positions. Moreover, this is particularly evident in roles where these skills were
previously either not needed or a priority e.g: Water Supply and Distribution staff.
Section 355 Committee management of Council facilities and community
assets – Section 355 Committee’s within their delegation manage or control the day
to day operations of Council / community assets with a replacement value of $24
million. Regulation and the changing nature of volunteering is placing increased
demands upon Council arrangements for the management of these assets and
volunteer involvement in Section 355 Committees. These issues are now being
addressed through the implementation of the Shire’s Volunteer Strategy and Action
Plan 2012 – 2016.
Staff survey results – staff survey results provide an insight into workforce
development issues related to staff training, attraction and retention that are in the
direct control of Council and its executive management team. Key survey results
include:






98% of surveyed employees ‘understand what is expected of me to do well in
my role’
88% of surveyed employees agree overall that ‘my team works
collaboratively to achieve its objectives
85% of surveyed employees agree overall that ‘I can have open, honest
conversations with my manager about the quality of work required’
90% of surveyed employees agree overall that ‘My organisation strives to
earn and sustain a high level of public trust’; and that
86% of survey employees agree that ‘Age is not a barrier to success in my
organisation’.
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Work Force Management & Development Plan Implementation
The Shire’s Executive Management Team is responsible for identifying the resources
(human, financial and technical) required to implement the following Workforce
Development Action Plan.
Council managers and supervisors remain responsible for coordinating the Plan’s
implementation in the areas of their expertise and for monitoring and ensuring that training
developed in response to legislative and technological change is relevant and effective.
The Workforce Development Action Plan includes actions where the issues identified are:
1. In the direct control of Council; or
2. Issues that Council as an employer does not control but can influence.
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Strategic Outcome 2
Good government
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Workforce Development Action Plan-Attract and Recruit
Berrigan Shire
2027 Strategic
Outcome
Berrigan Shire
2027 Objective
Delivery Program
Objective
Workforce
Development
Outcome

Workforce
Development
Objective

2.0

Good Government

2.1.3

Council operations and financial management support ethical, transparent and accountable corporate governance

2.1.3.5

Manage human resource and work-force development activities through the implementation of the Berrigan Shire's Workforce Development Plan 2017 - 2021

Attract and Recruit
2.1.3.5.1

What is the
issue?

Op. Plan
Ref
No.

A decline in the
Shire’s working
population.

2.1.3.5.1.1

Identify, attract and recruit an appropriately qualified and flexible workforce.

What will we do about it?
In partnership with our
communities market and
promote the lifestyle and
liveability of our communities to
attract local government and
other professionals with
families.
Utilise liveability marketing
material in job advertisements
on Council’s webpage.

What will be the
result?

How will we
measure it?

Increased awareness
of services and
facilities by new
residents /
employees and
prospective
employees

Community
Survey
Results 2016

Who will
coordinate
it?
EDL/ERM

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21











Staff survey
2016
Information
obtained from
job
applicants.
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What is the
issue?

Op. Plan
Ref
No.

Employment of
young people

2.1.3.5.1.2

2.1.3.5.1.3

2.1.3.5.1.4

2.1.3.5.1.5

Ability to employ a
wider range of
skilled staff
(FFF Improvement
Plan Actions)

2.1.3.5.1.6

Who will
coordinate
it?
ERM

What will be the
result?

How will we
measure it?

Continue Council support of
traineeships

Young people will
have the opportunity
of remaining close to
home while studying

Report in
Annual Report

Investigate opportunities for
partnerships with TAFE and
school based traineeships

Increase in the local
‘pool’ of young
people with
vocational
qualifications
Increase in
employment of local
youth, and interest in
working for Council.
Improved image of
Council workers, and
activities;
Increased interest in
working for Council.

Report in
DCS
Annual Report

What will we do about it?

Develop traineeship program by
establishing role/s targeted at
school leavers/students for both
indoor and outdoor workplaces.
Establish school education
program to showcase Council
construction activities.

In partnership with our
communities market and
promote the lifestyle, liveability
of our communities to attract
local government and other
professionals with families
Utilise liveability marketing
material in job advertisements
on Council’s webpage.

Increased awareness
of services and
facilities by new
residents /
employees and
prospective
employees

For Adoption 23 June 2021

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21













Report in
EDL/ERM
Annual Report



No. of
EDL/ERM
education
programs
completed;
Report in
Annual Report
Survey / Poll
EDL/ERM
of prospective
applicants re:
their
information
requirements
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What is the
issue?

Op. Plan
Ref
No.

How will we
measure it?

Actively use skilled migration
programs and sponsor Section
457 visa holders for vacant
professional / technical services
positions

Council operations
are delivered in a
timely and efficient
manner

2.1.3.5.1.8

Establish traineeship position
and program for Water and
Sewer Operations

Succession planning
for Water and Sewer
Operations

2.1.3.5.1.9

Actively promote to current and
prospective employees the
career development, packaging
and work/life benefits provided
by Council employment
Conduct a review of
organisational structure, existing
positions and position
descriptions to improve the
appeal of vacancies and attract
a high calibre of candidates
Monitor local government
remuneration packages and
identify regional benchmarks

Increase in the % of
Council employees
reporting extremely
satisfied with
work/life balance
Increase in quality
applicants for
vacancies

No of
positions filled DTS
No. of
positions
vacant for
more than 12
months
Employment
DTS
of Trainee
Water and
Sewer
Operator, and
completion of
Water
Operator
training.
Survey of
SSPC
Employees

2.1.3.5.1.7

2.1.3.5.1.10

Location and
Competitiveness

Who will
coordinate
it?

What will be the
result?

2.1.3.5.1.11

What will we do about it?

Competitive
Remuneration

For Adoption 23 June 2021

No. of
applicants;
No. of
positions
filled.

ERM/HRSO

Through
participation
in Statewide

DCS/DTS/
ERM

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21
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What is the
issue?

Op. Plan
Ref
No.

What will we do about it?

What will be the
result?

prior to recruitment and
advertising vacancies

How will we
measure it?

Who will
coordinate
it?

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

Benchmarking
surveys;
Comparative
information
obtained
through data
on salary
software
programs
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Workforce Development Action Plan - Retention
Berrigan Shire
2027 Strategic
Outcome
Berrigan Shire
2027 Objective
Delivery Program
Objective
Workforce
Development
Outcome

Workforce
Development
Objective
What is the
issue?
Balancing the
mobility of skilled
and motivated staff
with perceptions of
or real
organisational
inertia.

2.0

Good Government

2.2

Council operations support ethical, transparent and accountable corporate governance

2.1.3.5

Manage human resource and work-force development activities through the implementation of the Berrigan Shire's Workforce Development Plan 2017 - 2021

Retention
2.1.3.5.2

Increase the engagement and retention of Council’s professional and technically skilled workforce.

Operational
Plan Reference
No.

What will we do about it?

2.1.3.5.2.1

Offer career development
opportunities through backfill
and succession planning for
identified positions in
accordance with Council policy

2.1.3.5.2.2

2.1.3.5.2.3

Succession /
Career
Development

Promotion and backfill of
vacant positions by appropriate
internal applicants
Directors and managers to
identify and develop succession
plans for identified positions

What will be the
result?

How will we
measure it?

Increase in the % of
Council staff reporting
improved career
opportunities

Baseline
Measure Staff
Survey 2016

Who will
coordinate
it?
GM
DTS
DCS

People Matter
Survey 2020
Baseline
Measure Staff
Survey 2016

GM
DTS
DCS

Increase in the % of
Council staff reporting
greater recognition
for the work I do

For Adoption 23 June 2021

People Matter
Survey 2020
No. of
positions
identified as

DTS
DCS
Managers

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21
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What is the
issue?

Management and
Operations

Operational
Plan Reference
No.

2.1.3.5.2.4

2.1.3.5.2.4

What will we do about it?

What will be the
result?

Increased awareness and
improved access by all staff to
the publication of Weekly
Issues, and Council newsletter

Improved
organisational
learning and
development

Monitor the cost to the
organisation of carrying leave
balances and enforce current
leave policy

Opportunities for
succession planning
and or career
development will be
created
Improved work/life
balance
Reduction in the cost
to the organisation of
carrying over leave
balances

For Adoption 23 June 2021

How will we
measure it?
opportunities
for succession
planning
Baseline
Measure Staff
Survey 2016
People Matter
Survey 2020
Annual Audit

Who will
coordinate
it?

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

DCS
Technical
Services

Managers &
Supervisors



DCS
FM
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Workforce Development Action Plan – Training and Skills
Berrigan Shire
2027 Strategic
Outcome
Berrigan Shire
2027 Objective
Delivery Program
Objective
Workforce
Development
Outcome

Workforce
Development
Objective
What is the
issue?
Changing nature of
work and impact of
regulation

2.0

Good Government

2.2

Council operations support ethical, transparent and accountable corporate governance

2.1.3.5

Manage human resource and work-force development activities through the implementation of the Berrigan Shire's Workforce Development Plan 2017 - 2021

Training and Development
2.1.3.5.3

Strengthen workplace training and skills

Operational
Plan Reference
No.

What will we do about it?

2.1.3.5.3.1

Provide access to training
Professionally
related to regulatory and
competent and skilled
statutory compliance
workforce
Establish a system that will
report to Managers gaps in the
implementation of Performance
Management Training and
Action Plans
Identify, as part of training
plans and Capability
Framework Assessments, skills
gaps and provide competency
based AQF accredited training

2.1.3.5.3.2

2.1.3.5.3.3

What will be the
result?

For Adoption 23 June 2021

How will we
measure it?
Gap analysis
Training Plans
Training
Provided
Report of
training
activities
Annual Report

Who will
coordinate
it?
DTS
DCS
Managers
ERM

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21
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What is the
issue?
Inclusive
Workforce

Changing nature of
work and the
impact of new
technologies

Identify through review of
position descriptions job redesign opportunities which are
responsive to needs of a
workforce that meets its
statutory requirements to be
inclusive and responsive to the
needs of employees as carers
and as they age.
Identify, as part of training
plans and Capability
Framework assessments, the
likely impact of new
technologies and change in
community expectations.

Competent and skilled
workforce

Gap analysis
Job Re-design
Annual Report
Disability
Inclusion Plan

Competent and
confident workforce
responsive to change
in community
expectations

Review of
training plans
Review of
Capability
Framework
Performance
Assessments

DCS
DTS
ERM
Managers

Develop opportunities to
enhance organisational
learning through multidisciplinary or cross team
collaboration under the Job
Shadowing Program
Encourage and support staff
through performance
management system and
Capability Framework to
identify and pursue technology
and innovation in their field

Enhanced knowledge
and understanding of
new technologies and
work practices

No. of
participants
multidisciplinary or
cross team
collaborations
Gap Analysis
Review of
Capability
Framework
Performance
Assessments

DCS
DTS
ERM

2.1.3.5.3.4

2.1.3.5.3.6

2.1.3.5.3.7

Knowledge,
creativity and
innovation (FFF
Improvement Plan)

How will we
measure it?

What will we do about it?

2.1.3.5.3.5

Who will
coordinate
it?
DCS
DTS
ERM

What will be the
result?

Operational
Plan Reference
No.

Organisational
learning and
knowledge transfer

For Adoption 23 June 2021

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

















DCS
DTS
ERM
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What is the
issue?
Advanced skills in
strategic planning
and policy

Operational
Plan Reference
No.

What will we do about it?

2.1.3.5.3.8

Support the professional
development of staff engaged
in strategic planning and policy
development roles

What will be the
result?

How will we
measure it?

Skilled and
professional
workforce

Gap Analysis
Review of
Capability
Framework
Performance
Assessments

For Adoption 23 June 2021

Who will
coordinate
it?
DCS
DTS
ERM

17/18

18/19



19/20

20/21



21/22
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Appendix – People Matter Survey Results Berrigan Shire Council 2016
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1

Introduction

1.1 This research
The Centre for Local Government at the University Technology Sydney (UTS:CLG) has
undertaken this pilot research study to better understand employee experiences of working at
councils. The research is particularly focused on investigating employee perceptions of their
workplace in areas such as: engagement and leadership; values and conduct; workplace
experiences; diversity and wellbeing; and intentions to stay.
The research utilises a version of the New South Wales Public Service Commission’s People
Matter survey that has been tailored for local government (Appendix A). As part of the pilot
study, UTS:CLG, in conjunction with Local Government New South Wales (LGNSW), have
engaged with a sample of councils across metropolitan, regional and rural New South Wales to
test the survey and gather preliminary data.
The survey is open to all staff from participating councils during late 2016 and early 2017.
Survey responses have been anonymised and the research data gathered from this project
does not identify participants by name in any public reports or papers.1
Survey responses will provide sector-wide data on the experience of working in local
government in NSW. Data analysis can include comparisons across geographies, plus
comparative analysis with NSW Public Service Commission data. This pilot research will also
provide baseline data for similar surveys in the future.
It is envisaged that research outputs will support the sector’s understanding of effective council
management practices and workforce planning activities, and inform the development of a
capability framework tailored to local government that is currently being explored by LGNSW.

1.2 This topline report
58 employees from Berrigan Shire Council responded to the survey and this topline data report
has been prepared for the internal use of Berrigan Shire Council only. Individual organisations
will not be identified by name in sector-wide research reports or presentations without prior
permission.
Please note that in this report:


‘Overall agreement’ refers to ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ ratings combined.



‘Overall disagreement ratings’ refers to ‘disagree’ and ‘strongly disagree’ ratings combined.



Where individual statements are highlighted inside a text box, the distribution of responses
within individual response categories2 have been ordered from high to low. For select
response categories the statement/s drawing the highest proportions of responses is
represented.



Due to rounding (nearest whole percent), total percentages may not equal 100%.

1

Studies undertaken by CLG have been granted program approval by the University of Technology Sydney Human
Research Ethics Commission.
2
i.e. ‘strongly/agree’, strongly/disagree’, ‘neither agree nor disagree’
INTRODUCTION

UTS:
IPPG
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Where percentages of two or more categories have been added to reflect an ‘overall’ rating,
overall reported percentages may diverge slightly from the true percentage sum owing to
rounding (to the nearest whole percent).



̶
̶

2

̶

“Questions” 4, 7, and 10 of the survey are not reported. These consisted of notes for
respondents’ information; no response was required.
Responses to Q15 have been collated in Appendix B, as this was an open question.
Responses to Q21 and Q22 are not reported, as these questions largely served internal
purposes.

UTS:
IPPG
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2

Topline Results

2.1 Your Role
Question 1
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.

Q1 (n=55-58)
I understand what is expected of me to do well in
my role

42%

56%

2%

I feel I make a contribution to achieving the
organisation`s objectives

34%

I can see how my work contributes to positive
outcomes for the community

33%

60%

5%2%

I look for ways to perform my job more effectively

36%

57%

7%

I am able to suggest ideas to improve our way of
doing things

22%

I am satisfied with my job at the present time

20%

I have the tools and equipment I need to do my
job effectively

19%

I am able to keep my work stress at an
acceptable level

13%

My workload is acceptable

13%

60%

69%
66%
63%
66%
63%

5%

7%2%
7% 7%
9% 9%
11% 9%2%
23% 2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average (62%), Council respondents were most likely to ‘agree’ with the statements
above. Ratings of ‘strongly agree’ (26%) were next most likely on average.



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories:

TOPLINE RESULTS

UTS:
IPPG
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4

“I understand what is
expected of me to do
well in my role.”

98% Overall agree

“My workload is
acceptable.”

23% neither agree nor
disagree

“I am able to keep my
work stress at an
acceptable level.”

11% Overall Disagree

UTS:
IPPG

For Adoption 23 June 2021

56% agreed; 42% strongly agreed

9% disagreed; 2% strongly
disagreed
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Question 2
[If you identified that you] do not have the tools and equipment needed [as per Q1i],
please indicate which of the following are not available.


83% of all respondents agreed that they have the right tools and equipment to do their job
effectively (Q1 - please see figure above).
9% of respondents (n=5) disagreed with this statement. None (0%) strongly disagreed.
̶



Respondents who disagreed with this statement were then provided with a list of
tools/equipment and asked to select which of these were unavailable, but necessary, to their
roles.



The following table outlines the items selected by respondents (n=2).

Tools/Equipment

Number of Selections

Computers

1

Internet access

1

Machinery

1

Mobile devices (e.g. Smart phones, tablets)

1

Q3
How would you rate your work-life balance?
FIGURE 1: Q3

Q3 (n=58)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

60%

24%
14%
2%
Very poor

Poor

Fair
Rating

Good

Very good



Respondents were most likely to rate their work-life balance as being ‘good’ (60%), followed
by ‘fair’ (24%).



None of the respondents (0%) rated their work-life balance as being ‘poor’, though 2%
awarded ratings of ‘very poor’.

TOPLINE RESULTS

UTS:
IPPG
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2.2 Your Workgroup
Please note: Respondents’ immediate team is referred to as their ‘workgroup’.

Question 5
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Q5 (n=57-58)

My team works collaboratively to achieve its
7%
objectives

I receive help and support from other members
of my workgroup

12%

People in my workgroup treat each other with
respect

14%

There is good team spirit in my workgroup

9%

81%

5%5%
2%

74%

58%

59%

11%4%

16% 9% 4%

14%

17% 2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average (68%), respondents were most likely to ‘agree’ with the statements above.
Respondents were next most likely to award ratings of ‘neither agree nor disagree’ (11%
average).



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories::

6

UTS:
IPPG
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“My team works
collaboratively to
achieve its objectives.”

88% Overall agree
81% agreed; 7% strongly agreed

“I receive help and
support from other
members of my
workgroup.”

“There is good team
spirit in my
workgroup.”

TOPLINE RESULTS

86% Overall agree
74% agreed; 12% strongly agreed

19% Overall Disagree
17% disagreed; 2% strongly
disagreed

UTS:
IPPG

For Adoption 23 June 2021
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2.3 Your Performance and Development
Question 6
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Q6 (n=50-54)
I can have open, honest conversations with my
manager about the quality of work required

35%

I have a strong desire to advance my career

50%

20%

I have a current performance plan that sets out my
individual objectives

9%

In the last 12 months I received useful feedback
on my work to enable me to deliver required
results

9%

My performance is assessed against clear criteria 4%

63%

16%2%

68%

11% 9%2%

64%

21% 4%
2%

66%

Career progression in my organisation is based on
2%
merit

59%

I am satisfied with the opportunities available for
6%
career progression in my organisation

52%

I would like to work in another local government 2%
22%
council during my career

6%7%2%

20%

22%

22%

44%

10%

14% 4%

17% 4%

24%

7%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average (56%), respondents were most likely to ‘agree’ with the statements above.
‘Neither agree nor disagree’ ratings (20%) were next likely to be highest on average.



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories::

8
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“I can have open,
honest conversations
with my manager about
the quality of work
required.”

85% Overall agree
50% agreed; 35% strongly agreed

“I have a strong
desire to advance my
career.”

“I would like to work
in another local
government council.”

“I am satisfied with
the opportunities for
available for career
progression in my
organisation.”

TOPLINE RESULTS

82% Overall agree
63% agreed; 20% strongly agreed

32% Overall Disagree
24% disagreed; 7% strongly
disagreed

20% Overall Disagree
17% disagreed; 4% strongly
disagreed

UTS:
IPPG

For Adoption 23 June 2021
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2.4 Your Manager
Please note: 'Manager' is defined as the individual in respondents’ immediate team or project to
whom they report on a daily basis.

Question 8
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Q8 (n=52-54)
My manager treats employees with dignity and
respect
My manager encourages employee input

20%
11%

I have confidence in the decisions my manager
makes
My manager encourages people in my workgroup
to improve the quality of what they do

59%
59%

15%

57%

20%

My manager leads by example

46%

15%
8%

53%

Managers consider employee input when making
decisions within the organisation

8%

51%

11%

9%2%

19%

11%2%

15%

11% 4%

23%

13%2%

25%

13%2%

25%

40%

6%6%

21%

19%

46%

My manager encourages people in my workgroup
to review policies and programs to see if they…

My manager appropriately deals with
underperforming employees

19%

53%

11%

My manager communicates effectively with me

11%7%2%

13% 4%

25%

9%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average (52%), respondents were most likely to ‘agree’ with the statements above. They
were next most likely to award ratings of ‘neither agree nor disagree’ (19% average).



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories:

10
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“My manager treats
employees with dignity
and respect.”

59% agreed; 20% strongly agreed

“Managers consider
employee input when
making decisions within
the organisation.”

25% Neither agree
nor disagree

“My manager encourages
people in my workgroup to
review policies and
programs to see if they are
achieving their aims.”

25% Neither agree
nor disagree

“My manager
appropriately deals
with underperforming
employees.”

TOPLINE RESULTS

80% Overall agree

34% Overall Disagree
25% disagreed; 9% strongly
disagreed

UTS:
IPPG
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Question 9
How often does your manager provide acknowledgement or other recognition for the
work you do?
Q9 (n=58)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

33%
21%

16%

7%

14%

Very frequently Frequently
Occasionally Rarely (once a Very rarely
(daily)
(once a week) (more than
month)
(less than once
once a month,
a month)
but less than
once a week)

10%
Never



Respondents were asked to identify the frequency with which they received
acknowledgement/recognition for the work they do from their immediate manager.



Respondents were most likely to identify receiving recognition ‘occasionally’ (33%); i.e. more
than once a month, but less than once a week.



Receiving recognition ‘frequently’ (once a week) was next most likely (21%).



It was least likely for respondents to identify receiving managerial acknowledgement and
other kinds of recognition for the work they do ‘very frequently’ (i.e. daily – 7%).

12
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2.5 Your Senior Manager
Please note: 'Senior managers' are defined as the most senior group of managers in
respondents’ organisations (i.e. the CEO or General Manager and the Director of each division).

Question 11
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Q11 (n=56-57)
Senior managers communicate the importance of
the community in achieving our business…

12%

58%

Senior managers provide clear direction for the
future of the organisation

13%

55%

Senior managers model the values of my
organisation

13%

Senior leaders effectively lead and manage change

52%

9%

54%

Senior managers promote collaboration between
7%
my organisation and other organisations
Senior managers in my organisation genuinely
support the career advancement of women

51%

14%

Senior managers across departments collaborate
2%
well together
Senior managers encourage innovation by
employees

43%
54%

9%

46%

23%

4%4%

20%

11%2%

27%

5%4%

21%

11%5%

32%

7%4%

32%

7%4%

26%

14% 4%

30%

9% 5%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average, respondents were most likely to award ratings of ‘agree’ (52%), followed by
‘neither agree nor disagree’ (26%) for the statements above.



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories:
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"Senior managers
communicate the
70% Overall agree
importance of the
community in achieving 58% agreed; 12% strongly agreed
our business objectives."

"Senior managers in my
organisation genuinely
support the career
advancement of women."

32% Neither agree
nor disagree

"Senior managers promote
collaboration between my
organisation and other
organisations."

32% Neither agree
nor disagree

"Senior managers
across departments
collaborate well
together."

“Senior leaders
effectively lead and
manage change

14
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18% Overall Disagree
14% disagreed; 4% strongly
disagreed

16% Overall Disagree
11% disagreed; 5% strongly
disagreed
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2.6 Your Organisation
Question 12
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Q12 (n=56-58)
My organisation strives to earn and sustain a high
17%
level of public trust
My organisation is making the necessary
14%
improvements to meet our future challenges
My organisation strives to match services to meet
16%
community needs
My organisation provides procedures and systems
5%
that ensure employees avoid conflicts of interest
I would recommend my organisation as a great
22%
place to work
My organisation`s processes for recruiting
10%
employees are fair
There is a good working relationship between
5%
employees and elected officials
My organisation is committed to developing its
9%
employees
There is good co-operation between teams across
2%
our organisation
Change is handled well in my organisation

9%

72%

5%5%

75%

7%4%

74%

7%4%

79%

7% 7%2%

52%

17% 7%2%

64%

17%

61%

9%

25%

57%

22%

7%
12%

54%

25%

16% 4%

38%

43%

9%2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average, respondents were most likely to award ratings of ‘agree’ (63%) or ‘neither
agree nor disagree’ (18%) for the statements above.



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories:
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"My organisation strives to 90% Overall agree
earn and sustain a high
72% agreed; 17% strongly agreed
level of public trust."

"My organisation is
making the necessary
improvements to meet
our future challenges."

89% Overall agree
75% agreed; 14% strongly agreed

"My organisation strives
89% Overall agree
to match services to meet
74% agreed; 16% strongly agreed
community needs."

"Change is handled well in
my organisation.”

"There is good cooperation between
teams across our
organisation."

16
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43% Neither agree
nor disagree

20% Overall Disagree
16% disagreed; 4% strongly
disagreed
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2.7 Diversity and Inclusion
Question 13
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Q13 (n=56-58)
Age is not a barrier to success in my organisation

18%

My organisation respects individual differences (e.g.
cultures, working styles, backgrounds, ideas)

16%

Cultural background is not a barrier to success in
my organisation

19%

I am able to speak up and share a different view to
my colleagues and manager

68%

67%

63%

11%2%2%

14%2%2%

14%2%2%

9%

73%

Gender is not a barrier to success in my
organisation

13%

68%

Sexual orientation is not a barrier to success in my
organisation

14%

66%

18% 2%

60%

21% 2%

Diversity and inclusion in the workplace can
contribute to better business outcomes

18%

Disability is not a barrier to success in my
organisation

13%

64%

14% 2%2%
14%

5%

23%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disgree

Strongly disagree



On average (66%), respondents were most likely to ‘agree’ with the statements above. They
were next most likely to award ratings of ‘neither agree nor disagree’ – 16% average.



The following statements drew the highest proportions of responses within selected rating
categories:
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“Age is not a barrier to
success in my
organisation.”

68% agreed; 18% strongly agreed

“Disability is not a barrier
to success in my
organisation.”

23% Neither agree
nor disagree

"Diversity and inclusion in
the workplace can
contribute to better
business outcomes."

21% Neither agree
nor disagree

“Gender is not a
barrier to success in
my organisation.”

18

86% Overall agree
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5% Overall Disagree
5% disagreed; none strongly
disagreed
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2.8 Motivation to Stay
Question 14
Please rank the top five factors that would motivate you to stay in your current
organisation.


Respondents were provided with a list of factors and asked to select those that would
motivate them to remain working at Council. Respondents ranked these factors from 1 to 5,
where 1=most important factor, and 5=fifth most important factor.



“Better pay and benefits”; “Improved career opportunities”; and “Better leadership from
senior managers” were the top three motivational factors which received the highest
proportions of responses overall (i.e. responses for all five rankings combined).



The figure below shows the distribution of responses for those factors ranked in first place.

FIGURE 2: Q14 - RANK 1

Q14 - Rank 1 (n=51)
Better pay and benefits

14%

Improved career opportunities

12%

Better accountability for performance

10%

Greater recognition for the work I do

10%

Improved learning and development…

10%

Better leadership from senior managers

8%

More interesting and challenging work

8%

Improved technology and systems

6%

More flexible working conditions

6%

A better location

6%

Better job security

4%

Greater involvement in decision making

4%

Better leadership from my manager

2%

Better skills in my workgroup

2%

Improved facilities

0%

Better work/life balance

0%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

Q15


Please see Appendix B for responses to Q15.
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2.9 Demographics
Question 16
What is your gender?
Q16 (n=56)
100%
80%

64%

60%
36%

40%
20%
0%

Male

Female

The majority of respondents were male (64%).



Q17
What is your age?
FIGURE 3: Q17

Q17 (n=54)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

̶

20

20-24

9%

13%

25-29

30-34

9%

13%

35-39

40-44

13%
45-49

9%
50-54

15%

13%
4%

55-59

60-64

65+

Respondents aged 30-49 years represented nearly half (48%) of the respondent base.




2%

30-34 years – 13%; 35-39 years – 9%; 40-44 – 13%; 45-49 years – 13%.
Those aged between 20 and 24 years were least likely to be represented in the survey (2%).
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Question 18
Which one of the following occupation streams best describes the type of work you do?
Q18 (n=49)

Type of Role

33%

0%

10%

20%

39%

30%

40%

50%

10%

60%

70%

80%

18%

90%

100%

Corporate services/governance: includes finance, customer service, IT, councillor support, strategy
and policy, communit
Engineering/infrastructure: includes traffic, engineering and technical services, roads, waste,
design and architecture
Human/community services: includes human resources, community development, organisational
performance, libraries, child
Planning and environment: includes strategic planning, land use, regulatory services including
rangers, parking officers



Respondents were most likely to be from the engineering/infrastructure stream (39%).



Those occupied in human/community and planning and environment roles (10%) were least
likely to have participated in this survey.
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Question 19
Thinking about your typical workday, please select the response that best applies to you.
“My role requires me to spend the majority of my day...”
Q19 (n=57)
100%
80%
63%
60%
37%

40%
20%
0%

Indoors

Outdoors



Respondents were asked to select whether the majority of their working day was spent
indoors or outdoors.



63% of respondents at Council occupied indoor roles, whilst 37% predominantly worked
outdoors.

Question 20
Do you directly supervise the work of one or more employees?
Q20 (n=56)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%



22

66%

34%

Yes

No

34% directly supervised at least one employee. The majority of respondents (66%) did not
have any direct supervision responsibilities.
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Question 23
Do you work full-time or part time?
Q23 (n=53)
100%

92%

80%
60%
40%
20%

8%

0%



Full time

Part time

92% of respondents were engaged in a full-time role.

Question 24
What is your current employment status?
Q24 (n=58)

Employment Status

92%

95%

93%

Ongoing/Permanent



3%

94%

95%

96%

2%

97%

Temporary/Fixed term contract

98%

99%

100%

Casual

95% of respondents were in ongoing/permanent positions.
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Question 25
What is the highest level of formal education you have completed?
Q25 (n=56)

Qualifications

20%

0%

7%

20%

32%

14%

40%

60%

18%

5% 4%

80%

100%

Less than year 12 or equivalent

HSC or equivalent

Certificate level, including trade

Advanced Diploma or Diploma level

Bachelor Degree level

Graduate Diploma or Graduate Certificate level

Master Degree level

Doctorate Degree level



Respondents’ highest educational qualification was most likely to be a certificate-level
qualification (32%) or qualification that was ‘less than year 12 or equivalent’ (20%).



Respondents were least likely to be equipped with a doctorate degree (0%).

24
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Question 26
Do you use any of the following flexible work arrangements?
Q26 (n=43)
Flexible start and finish times

67%

Breaks from work including paid parental and…

37%

Working additional hours to make up for time off

23%

Time-in-lieu

19%

Flexible scheduling for rostered workers

19%

Working from different locations

16%

Working more hours over fewer days

12%

Working from home

7%

Leave without pay

5%

Purchasing annual leave

5%

Job sharing

5%

Study leave

2%

Part-time work

2%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%

Respondents were presented with a list of flexible work arrangements and asked to select
all those that they used.


̶

̶

“Flexible start and finish times” was by far the most popular type of flexible work
arrangement (67%).
“Breaks from work including paid parental and carer’s leave” (37%) and “Working
additional hours to make up for time off” (23%) were the next most popular options.
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Question 27
Question 27a, Q27b
Please select a response to the following questions.
Q27a, Q27b

How many years have you been employed in your
5%5%
current organisation? (n=57)

How long do you think you will continue to work in
your current organisation? (n=53)

26%

13% 8% 13%

37%

40%

26%

26%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Less than 1 year

1–2 years

2–5 years

5–10 years

More than 10 years



The majority of respondents (63%) had worked at Council for five years or more (5-10 years
– 37%; more than 10 years – 26%).



A slightly higher proportion of respondents (66%) indicated that they will look to remain at
Council for five years or longer (5-10 years - 40%; more than 10 years – 26%).

26
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Question 27c, Question 27d
Please select a response to the following questions.
Q27c, Q27d

How many years have you been working in the
5%5%
NSW Local Government Sector? (n=56)

How long do you think you will continue to work
in the NSW Local Government Sector? (n=53)

20%

36%

11% 9% 9%

40%

34%

30%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
Less than 1 year

1–2 years

2–5 years

5–10 years

More than 10 years



36% of respondents have been working in the NSW Local Government sector for a period of
5-10 years. An additional 34% of respondents have been working in the sector for longer
than 10 years.



40% of respondents indicated that they will look to remain in the NSW LG sector for an
additional 5-10 years. 30% thought that they will continue working in the sector for more
than 10 years.
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Question 28
Where were you employed prior to working in your current organisation?
Q28 (n=58)
Private sector

60%

Other NSW Local Government
council/organisation

12%

Self-employed

7%

Other Local Government council/organisation
not in NSW

7%

Not employed - this is my first job

5%

Other

3%

Not-for-profit/community sector

3%

NSW Public Sector

2%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%



The majority of respondents (60%) had been employed in the private sector before joining
Council. 12% had been employed at another NSW local government organisation or council.



Prior to joining Council, respondents were least likely to have been employed in the NSW
public sector (2%).
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Appendix A.

People Matter Survey

Introduction
The Centre for Local Government at University Technology Sydney (UTS:CLG) appreciates your
participation in this pilot employee engagement and organisational culture study. Your completion of the
People Matter survey will help us to gain a greater understanding of what it is like to work in local
government from the perspectives of employees currently working in council organisations within New
South Wales. The findings of this research will support the sector’s activities in council management and
leadership practices, workforce planning, learning and development and employee engagement
strategies. It should take around ten minutes to complete the survey. All responses are confidential and
you will not be identified in our overall reporting.
If you have any questions about this research, please contact Sophi Bruce (Research Specialist
UTS:CLG) at sophi.bruce@uts.edu.au. We thank you for your time to take part in this important research
for the sector.
Research and Ethics: Studies undertaken by the Institute for Public Policy and Governance (UTS:IPPG)
have been granted program approval by the University of Technology, Sydney, Human Research Ethics
Committee. If you have any complaints or reservations about any aspect of your participation in this
research you may contact Roberta Ryan or the UTS Ethics Committee through the Research Ethics
Officer, tel: 02 9514 9777. Any complaint you make will be treated in confidence and investigated fully,
and you will be informed of the outcome.

YOUR ROLE
Q1.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I understand what is expected of me to do well in
my role

1

2

3

4

5

I feel I make a contribution to achieving the
organisation's objectives

1

2

3

4

5

I can see how my work contributes to positive
outcomes for the community

1

2

3

4

5

I am able to suggest ideas to improve our way of
doing things

1

2

3

4

5

I look for ways to perform my job more effectively

1

2

3

4

5

I am satisfied with my job at the present time

1

2

3

4

5

I am able to keep my work stress at an acceptable
level

1

2

3

4

5

My workload is acceptable

1

2

3

4

5

I have the tools and equipment I need to do my job
effectively

1

2

3

4

5
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Q2.

If you do not have the tools and equipment needed, please indicate which of the following
are not available, otherwise skip to Q3.
Multiple answers are possible. Please select all that apply.
Computers

1

Video conferencing

2

Meeting rooms

3

Internet access

4

Teleconferencing facilities

5

Mobile devices (e.g. Smart phones, tablets)

6

Protective equipment

7

Hand held tools

8

Machinery

Q3.

9

How would you rate your work-life balance?
Very poor

1

Poor

2

Fair

3

Good

4

Very good

5

YOUR WORKGROUP
Q5.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Please note: By ‘workgroup’ we mean your immediate team.
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

My team works collaboratively to achieve its
objectives

1

2

3

4

5

I receive help and support from other members of
my workgroup

1

2

3

4

5

There is good team spirit in my workgroup

1

2

3

4

5

People in my workgroup treat each other with
respect

1

2

3

4

5

YOUR PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
Q6.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

I have a current performance plan that sets out my
individual objectives

1
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4

Strongly
agree
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Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

In the last 12 months I received useful feedback on
my work to enable me to deliver required results

1

2

3

4

5

My performance is assessed against clear criteria

1

2

3

4

5

I can have open, honest conversations with my
manager about the quality of work required

1

2

3

4

5

I have a strong desire to advance my career

1

2

3

4

5

I am satisfied with the opportunities available for
career progression in my organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Career progression in my organisation is based on
merit

1

2

3

4

5

I would like to work in another local government
council during my career

1

2

3

4

5

YOUR MANAGER
Q8.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Please note: By 'manager' we mean the person in your immediate team or project to whom you
report on a daily basis. If you work for more than one team, please think of the
manager/supervisor with whom you work most frequently.
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

My manager encourages people in my workgroup
to improve the quality of what they do

1

2

3

4

5

My manager encourages people in my workgroup
to review policies and programs to see if they are
achieving their aims

1

2

3

4

5

My manager communicates effectively with me

1

2

3

4

5

My manager encourages employee input

1

2

3

4

5

Managers consider employee input when making
decisions within the organisation

1

2

3

4

5

My manager leads by example

1

2

3

4

5

I have confidence in the decisions my manager
makes

1

2

3

4

5

My manager treats employees with dignity and
respect

1

2

3

4

5

My manager appropriately deals with
underperforming employees

1

2

3

4

5
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Q9.

How often does your manager provide acknowledgement or other recognition for the work
you do?
Very frequently (daily)

1

Frequently (once a week)

2

Occasionally (more than once a month, but less than once a week)

3

Rarely (once a month)

4

Very rarely (less than once a month)

5

Never

6

YOUR SENIOR MANAGER
Q11.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Please note: By 'senior manager' we mean the most senior group of managers in your
organisation (i.e. the CEO or General Manager and the Director of each division).
Please also note that by 'innovation' we mean a person or organisation committed to continuous
improvement by creating new and better products, processes, services, technologies, or ideas
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Senior managers provide clear direction for the
future of the organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Senior leaders effectively lead and manage change

1

2

3

4

5

Senior managers model the values of my
organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Senior managers encourage innovation by
employees

1

2

3

4

5

Senior managers promote collaboration between
my organisation and other organisations

1

2

3

4

5

Senior managers across departments collaborate
well together

1

2

3

4

5

Senior managers communicate the importance of
the community in achieving our business objectives

1

2

3

4

5

Senior managers in my organisation genuinely
support the career advancement of women

1

2

3

4

5

YOUR ORGANISATION
Q12.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

My organisation strives to match services to meet
community needs

1
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Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

My organisation strives to earn and sustain a high
level of public trust

1

2

3

4

5

My organisation is making the necessary
improvements to meet our future challenges

1

2

3

4

5

Change is handled well in my organisation

1

2

3

4

5

There is good co-operation between teams across
our organisation

1

2

3

4

5

My organisation provides procedures and systems
that ensure employees avoid conflicts of interest

1

2

3

4

5

There is a good working relationship between
employees and elected officials

1

2

3

4

5

My organisation is committed to developing its
employees

1

2

3

4

5

My organisation's processes for recruiting
employees are fair

1

2

3

4

5

I would recommend my organisation as a great
place to work

1

2

3

4

5

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Q13.

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.
Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

My organisation respects individual differences
(e.g. cultures, working styles, backgrounds, ideas)

1

2

3

4

5

Cultural background is not a barrier to success in
my organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Age is not a barrier to success in my organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Disability is not a barrier to success in my
organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Sexual orientation is not a barrier to success in my
organisation

1

2

3

4

5

Gender is not a barrier to success in my
organisation

1

2

3

4

5

I am able to speak up and share a different view to
my colleagues and manager

1

2

3

4

5

Diversity and inclusion in the workplace can
contribute to better business outcomes

1

2

3

4

5
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MOTIVATION TO STAY
Q14.

Please rank the top five factors that would motivate you to stay in your current
organisation.
(1= most important factor and 5= fifth most important factor)
Please rank your top 5 only

More interesting and challenging work

1

Better skills in my workgroup

2

Improved career opportunities

3

Improved learning and development opportunities

4

Greater involvement in decision making

5

Better pay and benefits

6

Greater recognition for the work I do

7

Better leadership from senior managers

8

Better leadership from my manager

Q15.

9

Better accountability for performance

10

A better location

11

More flexible working conditions

12

Better work/life balance

13

Improved facilities

14

Improved technology and systems

15

Better job security

16

If you could change one thing to improve the effectiveness of your workplace, what would
it be?

DEMOGRAPHICS
Q16.

Q17.

What is your gender?
Male

1

Female

2

What is your age?
15-19

1

20-24

2

26-35

3

36-45

4

46-55

5

56-65

6

65 +

7
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Q18.

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.

Which one of the following occupation streams best describes the type of work you do?
Corporate services/governance: includes
finance, customer service, IT, councillor
support, strategy and policy, community
engagement, communications, contracts,
procurement

1

Engineering/infrastructure: includes traffic,
engineering and technical services, roads,
waste, design and architecture etc.

2

Human/community services: includes human
resources, community development,
organisational performance, libraries, child
care, recreation – including pools etc.

3

Planning and environment: includes strategic
planning, land use, regulatory services
including rangers, parking officers etc.,
development, town planners, natural
resource management, environment and
sustainability.

4

Thinking about your typical workday, please select the response that best applies to you.
My role requires me to spend the majority of my day...
Indoors

1

Outdoors

2

Do you directly supervise the work of one or more employees?
Yes

1

No

2

What is the postcode of your current workplace?
Note: If you work in more than one location, select the primary or base location.

Q22.

Q23.

What is the current merger/amalgamation status of your council?
Newly merged

1

Potentially merging

2

Was not required to amalgamate

3

Do you work full-time or part time?
Full time

1

Part time

2
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Q24.

Q25.

Q26.

What is your current employment status?
Ongoing/Permanent

1

Temporary/Fixed term contract

2

Casual

3

Other (please specify):

4

What is the highest level of formal education you have completed?
Doctorate Degree level

1

Master Degree level

2

Graduate Diploma or Graduate Certificate level

3

Bachelor Degree level

4

Advanced Diploma or Diploma Level

5

Certificate level, including trade

6

HSC or equivalent

7

Less than year 12 or equivalent

8

Do you use any of the following flexible work arrangements?
Multiple answers are possible. Please select all that apply.
Flexible start and finish times

1

Flexible scheduling for rostered workers

2

Working more hours over fewer days

3

Part-time work

4

Working additional hours to make up for time off

5

Job sharing

6

Working from different locations

7

Working from home

8

Breaks from work including paid parental and carer’s leave

9

Purchasing annual leave

10

Leave without pay

11

Study leave

12

Time-in-lieu

13
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Q27.

Please select a response to the following questions.
Less than
1 year

1–2
years

2–5
years

5–10
years

More
than 20
years

How many years have you been employed in your
current organisation?

1

2

3

4

5

How many years have you been working in the
NSW Local Government Sector?

1

2

3

4

5

How long do you think you will continue to work in
your current organisation?

1

2

3

4

5

How long do you think you will continue to work in
the NSW Local Government Sector?

1

2

3

4

5

Q28.

Where were you employed prior to working in your current organisation?
Private sector

1

Not-for-profit/community sector

2

NSW Public Sector

3

Other NSW Local Government council/organisation

4

Other Local Government council/organisation not in NSW

5

Self-employed

6

Not employed - this is my first job

7

Other

8

END OF SURVEY. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME.
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Appendix B.

Responses to Q15

Please note: Responses are as they appear in the survey. No modifications have been made to
these responses.
If you could change one thing to improve the effectiveness of your workplace, what would it be?.



A better planned and laid out office space



Another staff member



Better communication between everyone



Better leadership from Directors



Better leadership from senior managers



Better Senior Managers



Change that new people asking for help are \`annoying\`



Communication of construction achievements



Expand the design and asset group by employing more designers and asset managers



Fairness, equality and better leadership



For management to stand up and inform employees who aren`t performing and not just
put everyone else out for their benefit



For senior management to listen to those that carry out everyday mundane jobs and not rely
solely on social media!!



For underperforming staff to be managed and or removed from the workplace



I am concerned that I am not doing a good job as I don\`t see others who are struggling
being told so



Improve career opportunities greater recognition for the work I do, improved learning and
development opportunities. Better pay and benefits more interesting and challenging work



Improve Council software for finance, customer requests and asset management that is
integrated



Improved time management



Improving workflows by reviewing position procedures for common tasks Find simpler ways
of achieving goals through stronger knowledge of tools used



Increased opening hours and more flexible work hours



Leadership



Meeting with other technical teams from NSW Councils to share knowledge and expertise



Morale



More flexible work arrangements



More improvement / opportunities for on call work



More resources



More staff training
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More team meetings



Move on people with poor attitudes



N/A



Performance review system



Reorganise office structure

 To improve government funding in the library sector, in order to offer improved resources,
increased staff hours and specialise in LH areas
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